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Abstract 

Rockeries are unique elements of Chinese classical gardens with historical, cultural, artistic, and scientific value. One 
of the essential characteristics of garden rockery is the cave features since cave morphological features determine the 
degree of “Tou” (riddled through) and “Lou” (hollowed out well) features as the defined by rockery appreciation theory, 
which is important for rockery heritage conservation, assessment, and management. However, in heritage studies, 
accurately identifying and evaluating rockery caves is a difficult task because of a cave’s irregular shape. This paper 
proposes a methodology to extract and classify cave features by point clouds obtained from data using a handheld 
laser scanner with a camera. Without completing surface reconstruction, the rockery point cloud is first sliced into 
chips, then cave chips were extracted from these approximately two-dimensional chips and next merged to obtain 
three-dimensional cave point clouds. Finally, the cave boundary points are extracted from the cave and fitted by an 
ellipse for classification. To extract and classify cave features, a methodology to improve rockery digitalization quality 
is also proposed. The raw point cloud data were preprocessed by pose adjustment, noise removal, and hole repair. 
The experimental results for the two rockeries in Tongji University and Qiuxiapu Garden indicate that the improved 
digitization scheme generates complete and closed rockery point clouds, all types of caves were effectively extracted 
and classified by our proposed method. Additionally, the extracted caves are still represented by point clouds, which 
suggest the possibility for other research in the future.
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Introduction
A rockery is a man-made landscape built from only stone 
or a combination of soil and stone. It is a unique ele-
ment in Chinese classical gardens [1]. Many gardens on 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization World Heritage List (https:// whc. unesco. 
org/ en/ list/), such as the Imperial Palace and the Summer 
Palace gardens, have a large number of excellent rock-
ery heritage sites. As a stone relic, the rockery is a her-
itage site with historical, cultural, artistic, and scientific 

value [2]. Rockeries have cultural and artistic attributes 
because a large number of literati have connected their 
noble morality, personal spirit, and perception of life to 
rockeries [3]. These literati wrote books and established 
theories to summarize the achievements in rockery 
appreciation during the process of searching for, evalu-
ating, building, and painting rockery, which improve the 
aesthetics of rockery and related ceremonies [4]. There-
fore, the appreciation and protection of rockery have 
important historical value.

Among the numerous rockery appreciation theories, 
Mi Fu’s (1051–1107) theory of "Shou (瘦), Tou (透), Lou 
  (漏), and Zhou (皱)" [5] is widely adopted and accepted, 
as it concisely summarizes the characteristics of rocker-
ies. In his theory, "Shou" is used to describe the exquisite, 
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slender, and jagged shape of a rockery. "Tou" means that 
the rockery has caves that are hollow for transmitting 
light and make the rockery color shiny, mainly consid-
ering the caves in the horizontal direction. "Lou" has a 
similar connotation to "Tou" but mostly describes vertical 
caves. According to the theory, the cave is an important 
feature of rockeries since the cave feature determines the 
degree of "Tou" and "Lou".

Rockery appreciation theory guides rockery con-
struction, and in turn, the characteristics of the rockery 
embody its connotation. With the vigorous development 
of digital technology, based on Mi Fu’s theory, relying on 
technology to extract cave features has important value 
for rockery research. In fact, many studies promoted the 
scientific appreciation of rockery in various aspects, such 
as in data acquisition and feature analysis.

An analysis of rockeries could only include photo-
graphs [6] or hand drawings [7] until the application of 
three-dimensional (3D) digital technologies, such as 
photogrammetry and laser scanning in recent years, 
which enable rockery research to be based on reliable 
and accurate data. Gu [8] combined an unmanned aerial 
vehicle camera and photogrammetry to measure gar-
dens, including rockery, which addressed the inaccurate 
measurement of irregular objects by using traditional 
methods. Yu [9] employed Huanxiu Shan Zhuang and 
Ouyuan Garden as study cases to verify the advantages 
of stand-type laser scanning and close-range photogram-
metry to measure rockery in classical gardens in terms 
of efficiency, accuracy, comprehensiveness, and continu-
ity. Liang [10] applied terrestrial digital photogramme-
try (TDP) and terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) to a single 
monolith and piled mountain data collection. The TDP 
and TLS results and procedures for obtaining data were 
compared in terms of various factors, such as input costs 
of time and labor, data precision, and integrity. It was 
indicated that TDP was more suitable for data acquisition 
of the single monolith for better efficiency and conveni-
ence with a good effect and that TLS was more appropri-
ate for the digital survey of the piled mountain for better 
data integrity and precision. An integrated surveying 
method with TDP and TLS is an ideal method for acquir-
ing rockery data [11]. The above methods all require a 
sufficient open workspace for data acquisition; otherwise, 
the obtained data will be incomplete due to the presence 
of blind spots in the vision field. However, a rockery is a 
typical irregular geometric object with a complex shape 
and is often surrounded by vegetation, walls, pools, and 
buildings, leading to a lack of data, especially the internal 
data, which is caused by the mutual occlusion of a rock-
ery’s components.

Compared to the above devices, handheld laser scan-
ners can scan caves in rockeries with a wider scanning 

range [12] and lower scanning accuracy but shorter scan-
ning time and greater flexibility. To balance the com-
pleteness and accuracy of the acquired data, in Huanxiu 
Shan Zhuang, Dong [13] applied TLS to scan the whole 
part of a rockery with a supplemented narrow part 
scanned using a handheld laser scanner, and then fused 
the two parts of the data together. These studies pro-
moted the continuous improvement of rockery data 
quality and obtained a few types of results, such as the 
3D point cloud model, two-dimensional (2D) line draw-
ings of planes and sections, ortho-photograph maps, and 
3D reality-based models of the rockery [14]. These types 
of results provide a reliable data foundation for modern 
rockery research.

The increasingly rich and accurate rockery data pro-
vide the opportunity to extract rockery features to assist 
in rockery research. Liu [15] extracted the color of the 
rockery and used it to prove that the rockery was colored 
according to the environment and climate adaptability. 
Yang [16] determined the specific values of the length, 
width, height, and area from the point cloud of the Grand 
rockery at the Yuyuan Garden in Shanghai to correct its 
spatial information, which ensured the reference value of 
the relevant records. Jiang [17] reconstructed a 3D model 
of a rockery from a laser point cloud and calculated its 
surface area. Wang [18] tried various methods to calcu-
late the volume of the rockery from the laser point cloud, 
further supplementing the method of rockery basic char-
acteristics information calculation. In addition to the 
calculation of basic features, Liang [19] simulated the 
relationship between the rockery and the natural moun-
tains and split the rockery model into multiple parts and 
various components, such as peaks, steps, and bridges.

In general, the above research mainly extracts basic 
features of rockery, such as length, width, height, sur-
face area and volume, rather than the morphological fea-
tures of rockeries. This is mainly due to the incomplete 
data and the lack of feature extraction algorithms from 
the rockery point clouds. For example, in cave extrac-
tion, most rockery digital results lack internal data. Cave 
extraction algorithms are commonly proposed for ice 
caves or karstic caves by using laser scanners to study ice 
morphology caves [20] or gravity measurements to ana-
lyze karstic cave volumes and positions [21]. However, 
these methods are not applicable to rockery caves due to 
their small size. In terms of point cloud feature extraction 
methods, the focus is generally on 2D features, such as 
straight lines [22], building facades [23], and object edges 
[24]. Regarding deep learning methods, while deep learn-
ing on the 3D point cloud has shown good performance 
on several tasks, including classification, parts, and 
semantic segmentation [25], due to the lack of rockery 
cave feature datasets, it is unable to train a network for 
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cave feature extraction. In short, none of these current 
solutions can extract the cave features in rockery point 
clouds because caves are 3D irregular objects.

Based on the short part of both data and algorithms for 
rockery feature extraction and classification, the research 
aims of this paper are as follows:

1. Taking a single monolith as the experimental object, 
the procedure of rockery data acquisition and pre-
processing is improved to achieve complete digitali-
zation of internal and external data.

2. Based on the rockery aesthetic theory, an algorithm 
is designed to extract and classify the cave features 
from the high-density rockery 3D point cloud with-
out modeling.

Materials and methods
Data acquisition and preprocessing for rockery
Data acquisition
The rockery is irregular in shape and rich in morphologi-
cal features, and most of the environments where rock-
ery is located do not have an open space for operation. 
Therefore, when applying traditional photogrammetry 
and stand-type laser scanning methods to collect data, 
difficulties usually occur, as some surfaces and interiors 
of rockeries cannot be covered. Thus, in this paper, a 
handheld mobile laser scanning device (DOT-X) is used 
to collect data on rockery. DOT-X consists of a depth 
camera, a laser scanner, and a mobile data processing 
platform that run on a smartphone or tablet (Fig.  1a). 
With the camera output of the 1920 × 1080 resolution 

RGB image, the laser scanner adopts a stereo imaging 
mode that actively emits infrared light at a rate of 90 
frames per second. The mobile data processing platform 
performs real-time point cloud registration and image 
matching during the data acquisition process, causing 
DOT-X to output real-time color point clouds with a field 
angle of 360° and a working distance ranging from 0.3 to 
10 m.

As the handheld scanner was very close to the rockery, 
only a small part of the rockery was scanned each time. 
Consequently, to collect the complete data, the scan-
ner must be repeatedly moved around the rockery until 
the entire rockery has been covered (Fig.  1b). Auxiliary 
equipment is also required for scanning some special 
rockery parts, such as the increasing equipment for the 
peaks and the lighting equipment for the dark caves.

Data preprocessing
The cave extraction and classification require closed 
point clouds with complete internal and external compo-
nents, so it is necessary to preprocess the raw data. Pre-
processing rockery raw data mainly includes three steps: 
pose adjustment, noise removal, and hole repair. These 
are the basic operations for cave extraction and classifica-
tion, which directly affect the accuracy of the final result.

The cave feature is almost concentrated along the view-
ing angle direction and the vertical direction in the rock-
ery. To facilitate the determination of the slice direction 
and the cluster growth of the cave feature, it is necessary 
to adjust the pose of the rockery point cloud. The verti-
cal direction of the rockery should be consistent with 
the Z-axis, and the viewing angle direction should be 

Fig. 1 DOT-X handheld laser scanner (a) and usage. b A rockery and a scan path
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consistent with the X-axis or Y-axis. The raw point cloud 
pose is shown in Fig. 2a, and the adjusted pose is shown 
in Fig. 2b.

In the raw rockery point clouds, there are two types of 
obvious noise that need to be removed (Fig. 2c). One type 
of noise is the collected non-rockery data, such as vegeta-
tion. Another type of noise is the data dissection due to 
automatic registration errors.

Due to the inability to collect all internal data and some 
noise points being removed, the rockery point cloud had 
many holes (Fig. 2e) that needed to be manually repaired 
by the Geomagic Wrap software. The surface holes need 
to be filled, and the incomplete internal caves need to 
be connected to another cave according to the rockery 
image and the video taken on the spot; otherwise, the 
morphological contour will be incomplete in the sliced 
chips [18], which will lead to cave feature extraction 
failure.

The data preprocessing was achieved using Geomagic 
Wrap software. Finally, complete rockery shell-like point 
clouds were obtained (Fig. 2f ).

Cave feature extraction and classification method
Workflow of the proposed method
Point cloud feature extraction methods are generally 
divided into two categories [26]. The first category finds 
feature points based on the topological relationship of 
point clouds in 3D space, which require a huge amount 
of computation when faced with massive data. Another 

category converts the point cloud into a 2D plane after 
projecting or slicing so that the point cloud becomes 
approximately ordered and then extracts features from 
it. The cave feature extraction algorithm in this paper 
belongs to the second category. However, the classifica-
tion of caves depends on 3D features, such as orienta-
tion and opening boundaries. Therefore, a method for 
cave feature extraction and classification that undergoes 
3D-2D-3D is designed, including collection in 3D, extrac-
tion in 2D, and then classification in 3D.

Figure  3 depicts a detailed workflow of cave feature 
extraction and classification, which is based on the fol-
lowing steps that work along the X-axis, Y-axis, and 
Z-axis:

1. Slice rockery point clouds to chips, extract caves 
from chips, and then merge and split them to obtain 
individual caves.

2. Extract features of cave point clouds and then classify 
caves into four categories.

Details of each step will be presented in the next 
sections.

Cave feature extraction
It is difficult to directly extract caves based on 3D rock-
ery point clouds. Therefore, this paper proposes a cave 
point cloud extraction method from multidirectional 

Fig. 2 Preprocessing procedure. a Raw point cloud. b After pose adjustment. c Noise selection (red). d After removing noise. e Mesh (blue) and 
holes (green). f Close and complete point clouds
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chips. This method includes five steps: slicing, grouping, 
extracting, merging, and splitting.

The first step is slicing, which turns the rockery point 
clouds into multiple approximately 2D point cloud chips 
along the X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis (Fig. 4). The essence 
of the slice is calculating the three axes chip numbers 
of each point that is relative to the base point, and the 
points with the same number are assigned to the same 
chip [27]. The calculation formula is written in Eq. (1) as 
follows:

where x, y, z are the current point coordinates in rock-
ery point clouds, xmin, ymin, zmin are the minimum x, y, z 
coordinates of all points, dx, dy, dz denotes the slicing 
threshold of the corresponding axis, int is the rounding 

(1)











numX = int( x−xmin
dx

)

numY = int(
y−ymin

dy
)

numZ = int( z−zmin
dz

)

Fig. 3 Workflow of cave feature extraction and classification
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down function, and numx, numy, numz are chip numbers 
for the corresponding axis.

Then, the caves in each chip are extracted by group-
ing and inclusion discrimination. The rockery chip is not 
a real 2D object; it is a point cloud chip with a certain 
thickness, and the point belt is not enclosed but com-
posed of discrete points (Fig.  5a). Therefore, point belt 
grouping and inclusion discrimination need to be done 
through the topological relationship of the points. In this 
paper, the point topology relationship is constructed by 
generating buffers (Fig. 5b).

The points of the chip are grouped by generating a cube 
buffer with a threshold side length for each point (Fig. 5b) 
and then dashing the points into a point belt (Fig. 5c) if 
they have intersecting buffers. In a chip, the caves are 
inclusive belts similar to the blue, green, and purple parts 
shown in Fig.  5c. The method of inclusion discrimina-
tion is that if there is a belt point that has more than one 
intersection point with another belt through extension 
lines in the up, down, left, and right directions, this belt 
is included in another belt (Fig. 5d), i.e., this belt is a cave 
belt (Fig. 5e). The intersection of two points means is that Fig. 4 Slice rockery point clouds (gray) along the X-axis (green), the 

Y-axis (blue) and the Z-axis (red)

Fig. 5 Extracting caves in a chip. a Point clouds’ chip. b Buffer of points (red). c Point clouds’ belts (different color means different belt). d Inclusion 
discrimination diagram. e Caves in the chip

Fig. 6 Merged caves parts from all chips (a different color means different chip) and individual caves’ point clouds (b different color means different 
cave)
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one point within the ray buffer is generated by the other 
point (Fig. 5d).

Finally, the 3D caves are restored by merging the 
extracted caves of all chips in the current axis (Fig.  6a). 
Next, all the caves are a set of point clouds and need to 
be split to generate individual cave point clouds (Fig. 6b). 
The splitting method is the same as grouping point 
clouds in the chip.

Cave feature classification
According to the traditional Chinese rockery apprecia-
tion standards, the caves are divided into four categories: 
Wo, Xiu, Dong, and Huan. Cave classification refers to 
the direction of the cave and the shape of the opening, 
as shown in Fig. 7. "Wo" refers to a nonhollow cave in the 
vertical direction, and "Xiu" refers to a nonhollow cave 
in the horizontal direction. "Dong" means a hollow cave 
whose opening has a poor fit with an ellipse, and "Huan" 
means a hollow cave whose opening has a good fit with 
an ellipse.

To obtain the cave direction and cave opening shape 
for classification, the axial direction is selected as the cave 
direction, and the cave boundary is used to represent the 
opening. Then, a decision tree (Fig. 8) for cave classification 
is designed according to cave direction and cave opening 
shapes. First, a preliminary classification of the point sets 
generated in "Cave feature extraction" section is estab-
lished. The point sets whose number of points or axial 
thickness is less than a certain threshold are regarded as 
noise point sets, and the other point sets are caves. Then, 
the caves were classified according to the cave boundary 
number, cave orientation, and goodness of fit. Specifically, 

the caves with two boundaries or more are classified as 
"Dong" or "Huan" depending on whether they are fitting 
or not fitting with the ellipse, and the caves with only one 
boundary are classified as "Wo" or "Xiu", depending on 
whether they are in a vertical or horizontal orientation.

The required axial direction can directly reference the 
current axis, but the cave boundary needs to be extracted 
from cave point clouds. For this purpose, a surface mesh 
of caves is needed. For applying the reconstruction and 
repairing method [28] to cave points (Fig.  9a), the cave 
mesh is shown in Fig.  9b. In a mesh without holes, the 
points that constitute the boundaries of the caves have dis-
tinct characteristics; they are the two vertices of the edge 
which only belong to one triangle face. When accomplish-
ing boundary point extraction, we can directly group and 
order them clockwise or counterclockwise by connecting 
relationships in the mesh.

The final quantitative feature of cave classification is how 
well the cave boundary points fit the ellipse. After extract-
ing, grouping, and ordering the cave boundary points, 
they are projected onto the axial plane and then fit into 
an ellipse (Fig. 9d) with Eq.  (2) to determine whether the 
cave is a “Dong” or a “Huan” according to the fitting error. 
Finally, Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are used to calculate the area and 
perimeter of the cave boundary points as their quantitative 
features as follows:

(2)ax2 + 2bxy+ cy2 + 2dx + 2ey+ f = 0

(3)S =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2

n
∑

i

(

xiyi+1 + xi+1yi
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Fig. 7 Four types of cave features. a Wo. b Xiu. c Dong. d Huan
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Fig. 8 The decision tree for cave classification

Fig. 9 Extracting boundary points and fitting them into an ellipse. a Points. b 3D mesh and boundary (red). c Boundary points. d Best fitting ellipse
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where 
(

xi, yi
)

(i = 1, 2, 3 ... n) are the projection plane 
coordinates of a cave boundary point,
x is the column vector and x= (xi)

T (i = 1, 2, 3 ... n),
y is the column vector and y=

(

yi
)T

(i = 1, 2, 3 ... n),
a, b, c, d, e, f  are the coefficients of the ellipse equation,
S is the area value of a cave boundary,
C is the perimeter value of a cave boundary.

Case area
Two single monoliths with many caves were selected as 
study cases from Tongji University’s Siping Road Cam-
pus and Qiuxiapu Garden, Shanghai, China. Tongji 
University’s Siping Road campus is located in Yangpu 
District, Shanghai. It was established in approximately 
1946 and has many good cultural landscape resources 

(4)C =

n
∑

i

√

(xi − xi+1)
2
+ (yi − yi+1)

2
[29]. Qiuxiapu Garden is located in Jiading District, 
Shanghai. It is a typical Chinese classical garden built in 
the Jiajing years (1522–1566) of the Ming Dynasty with 
excellent rockery design [30]. The rockeries selected from 
these two places are named "Tongji Rockery" and "Qiuxia 
Rockery". It can be seen in Fig.  10 and Table  1 that the 
size and shape of the two rockeries are quite differ-
ent. The size of Tongji Rockery is 2.994 m, 1.692 m, and 
2.352 m. It is a horizontally expanded rockery, covering 
an area of 3.312  m2. There are many caves but few hol-
low parts, so the volume is 2.259  m3. In contrast, Qiuxia 
Rockery is a vertically expanded rockery. The sizes are 
1.091 m, 0.906 m, and 1.455 m, and the coverage area is 
0.321   m2. There are few caves but many hollow parts in 
it, so the volume is only 0.229  m3. The caves of these two 
rockeries with different shapes are representative and 
suitable study cases. 

Fig. 10 Shots of Tongji Rockery (a) and Qiuxia Rockery (b)

Table 1 Basic information for Tongji Rockery and Qiuxia Rockery

Class Tongji Rockery Qiuxia Rockery

Length 2.994 m 1.091 m

Width 1.692 m 0.906 m

Height 2.352 m 1.455 m

Land area 3.312  m2 0.321  m2

Volume 2.259  m3 0.229  m3

Table 2 Data characteristics for Tongji Rockery and Qiuxia 
Rockery

Class Tongji Rockery Qiuxia Rockery

Data acquisition date 2019-10-17 2021–01-27

Data acquisition time Approximately 5 min Approximately 3 min

Original point cloud count 35,472,414 19,678,031

Preprocess time Approximately 48 h Approximately 72 h

Preprocessed point cloud 
count

1,250,039 1,544,488
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Experimental results and analysis
Data acquisition and preprocessing result
Data acquisition for both rockeries was conducted 
using DOT-X in October 2019 and January 2021. The 
data characteristics of these two rockeries are shown in 
Table  2. After approximately 5  min and 3  min of data 

acquisition, the volume of laser scanning raw data for 
Tongji Rockery and Qiuxia Rockery was more than 
35 million and 19 million points, respectively. Both of 
these rockeries point clouds were downsampled before 
preprocessing according to an acceptable compromise 
between the level of detail of the final caves and the 

Fig. 11 Digitized Tongji Rockery. a Point cloud data collected by DOT-X handheld laser scanner. b Preprocessed point clouds

Fig. 12 Digitized Qiuxia Rockery. a Point clouds data collected by DOT-X handheld laser scanner. b Preprocessed point clouds
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computing resources needed for data processing. Since 
there are many small components inside the Qiuxia 
Rockery, it took approximately 72  h for data preproc-
essing. The Tongji Rockery preprocessing with simple 
internal components took approximately 48  h. Fig-
ures 11 and 12 show that the two rockeries have been 
digitized well, and the internal caves have also been 
completely restored. The preprocessed point cloud 
counts of the two rockeries are approximately 1.25 mil-
lion and 1.54 million, which can be regarded as high-
density point clouds with volumes of 2.259  m3 and 
0.229  m3. These data are the basis for subsequent cave 
feature extraction and classification.  

Cave feature extraction result
The slicing threshold and buffer length threshold need to 
be determined during cave feature extraction. According 
to the density of the point cloud in this study, the thick-
ness of all axial chips is set to 10 mm, that is, dx, dy, dz in 
Eq. (1) are assigned a value of 10. Then, the buffer length 
threshold for point grouping and point intersection dis-
crimination is set to 10 mm according to the point cloud 
density and slicing threshold. Under these threshold set-
tings, the extracted caves in some Tongji Rockery chips 

are shown in Fig. 13, and the extracted caves in the two 
rockeries are shown in Fig. 14.

The cave feature classification result
In the process of cave feature classification, consider-
ing the density of rockery point clouds and the shape of 
the caves, a sufficient point count threshold of the cave 
feature is set to 450, and a sufficient thickness threshold 
of caves is set to 25 mm. The findings of 90 noise point 
sets and 41 pure caves from Tongji Rockery are shown in 
Fig.  15a and   b. The findings of 32 noise point sets and 
19 pure caves from Qiuxia Rockery are shown in Fig. 15c 
and d.

The 41 pure caves of Tongji Rockery were classified 
into 19 nonhollow caves and 22 hollow caves accord-
ing to the count of boundaries. The 19 nonhollow caves 
were divided into 7 "Wo" and 12 "Xiu" according to the 
axial direction set in the pose adjustment step of data 
preprocessing, as shown in Fig.  16a and b, respec-
tively. For the 22 hollow caves, based on the boundary 
point data, the ellipse fitting error was calculated with 
Eq.  (2). The cave with all boundary point fitting errors 
less than 0.20 or the cave that has two boundaries and 
one boundary fitting error less than 0.15 was classified 

Fig. 13 Result of the cave feature extraction in the chip for Tongji Rockery X-axis (a, d), the Y-axis (b, e) and Z-axis (c, f)
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as "Huan". Thus, we obtained 10 "Dong" and 12 "Huan", 
as shown in Fig. 16c and  d. Under the same conditions, 
the 19 pure caves of Qiuxia Rockery are classified, and 
the count of "Wo, Xiu, Dong, and Huan" is "1, 3, 14, and 
1" (as shown in Fig. 17).

To quantitatively analyze the cave feature extraction 
and classification algorithm effect, the thickness, open-
ing perimeter, and opening area of all caves in the two 
rockeries were calculated using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). The 
resulting data characteristics are shown in Table 3 and 
Table 4. The extracted caves have a wide range of data 
characteristics. The cave thickness ranges from 27 mm 
(Fig.  17b-1) to 1070  mm (Fig.  16c-10), the opening 
perimeter ranges from 98 mm (Fig. 17c-14) to 3440 mm 

(Fig. 16c-7), and the opening area ranges from 144  mm2 
(Fig.  17c-6) to 277,891  mm2 (Fig.  16c-7). This type of 
granular data are a good data source for downstream 
analysis tasks.

Analysis and discussion
To assess the accuracy and integrity of the caves extracted 
by our proposed method, all caves in Tongji Rockery and 
Qiuxia Rockery were extracted manually as the actual 
caves (Fig. 18 gray points). Then, the results extracted by 
our proposed method (Fig. 18 blue and yellow) are com-
pared with the manual results.

Since the most important factor affecting the algorithm 
extraction results is the slicing threshold, multiple slicing 

Fig. 14 Result of the cave feature extraction for Tongji Rockery (a, b) and Qiuxia Rockery (c, d)
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thresholds around the point cloud density (average point 
distance) were set to repeat the cave extraction and assess-
ment experiment. For the Tongji Rockery with a 7.0  mm 
point cloud density, slicing thresholds were set from 5 
to 13 mm in steps of 1 mm. For the Qiuxia Rockery with 
a 2.9  mm point cloud density, slicing thresholds were set 
from 3 to 9 mm in steps of 1 mm.

Accuracy analysis
With an inappropriate slicing threshold, the extracted cave 
will include some non-cave parts (Fig.  19). To assess the 
accuracy, Eq. (5) is used as follows:

where Xoverlap is the point set composed of the points 
that are both in the algorithm extracted caves and the 
manually extracted caves, Xalgorithm is the point set of 
algorithm extracted caves, count is the count function, 

(5)paverageaccuracy =
count(Xoverlap)

count(Xalgorithm)

and paverageaccuracy is the percentage of the average 
accuracy.

The average accuracies of Tongji Rockery and Qiuxia 
Rockery with different slicing thresholds are shown in 
Fig.  20. The 5  mm and 6  mm slicing threshold average 
accuracies of Tongji Rockery in Fig. 20 show that a slicing 
threshold smaller than the point cloud density will lead to 
lower average accuracy. The other results in Fig. 20 indi-
cate that a slicing threshold greater than or equal to the 
point cloud density leads to a higher average accuracy. 
However, a slicing threshold that is too large reduces the 
cave extraction integrity.

Integrity analysis
Since cave extraction is performed along the coordi-
nate axis, only the cave in closed area can be correctly 
extracted (Fig.  21 left). Usually, the closed area is com-
posed of the parts of the cave that can form a closed 
point cloud belt in the current axis chips. Therefore, 
the algorithm extracted caves are almost all less than 

Fig. 15 Noise points sets (a, c) and pure caves (b, d)
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Fig. 16 The cave feature classification result of Tongji Rockery. a Wo. b Xiu. c Dong. d Huan
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Fig. 16 continued
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Fig. 17 The cave feature classification result of Qiuxia Rockery. a Dong. b Wo, Xiu and Huan
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the actual caves. In the case of a large slicing threshold, 
the extracted cave is even smaller than the closed area 
(Fig. 21 right).

To assess the integrity of the algorithm extracted cave, 
Eq. (6) is used as follows:

where Xoverlap is the point set composed of the points 
that are both in the algorithm extracted caves and in 
the manually extracted caves, Xmanual is the point set 

(6)paverageintegrity =
count(Xoverlap)

count(Xmanual)

Table 3 Data characteristics of all caves of Tongji Rockery (numbers in parentheses correspond to the subplots in Fig. 16)

Phase Class Wo Xiu Dong Huan

Count 7 12 10 12

Thickness (mm) Min 29 (a-1) 29 (b-8) 70 (c-6) 50 (d-1)

Max 120 (a-2) 178 (b-4) 1070 (c-10) 320 (d-2)

Perimeter (mm) Min 301 (a-5) 282 (b-6) 100 (c-1) 211 (d-7)

Max 1370 (a-2) 1227 (b-4) 3440(c-7) 1092 (d-3)

Area  (mm2) Min 4595(a-1) 2306 (b-9) 373 (c-4) 527 (d-7)

Max 97,415 (a-2) 63,110 (b-1) 277,891 (c-7) 29,852 (d-12)

Table 4 Data characteristics of all caves in Qiuxia Rockery 
(numbers in parentheses correspond to the subplots in Fig. 17)

Phase Class Wo Xiu Dong Huan

Count 1 3 14 1

Thickness (mm) Min 37 (a-1) 27 (b-1) 30 (c-7) 80 (d-1)

Max 37 (a-1) 52 (b-3) 250 (c-5) 80 (d-1)

Perimeter (mm) Min 279 (a-1) 165 (b-1) 98 (c-14) 251 (d-1)

Max 279 (a-1) 350 (b-3) 970 (c-1) 330 (d-1)

Area  (mm2) Min 4947 (a-1) 2416 (b-3) 144 (c-6) 3335 (d-1)

Max 4947 (a-1) 4616 (b-2) 23,820 (c-9) 5968 (d-1)

Fig. 18 Manually and algorithm extracted caves of Tongji Rockery (a) and Qiuxia Rockery (b)
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of manually extracted caves, count is the count func-
tion, and paverageintegrity is the percentage of the average 
integrity.

As shown in Fig. 22, within a certain range, a smaller 
slicing threshold will lead to higher average integ-
rity. Sensitivity studies of slicing have also shown that 
reducing the slicing threshold will achieve more desir-
able results [31]. However, the slicing threshold cannot 
be reduced indefinitely because a chip that is too thin 
will cause grouping failure due to a large point distance 
(Fig. 23b) and eventually lead to cave extraction failure. 

That is, the slicing threshold needs to ensure the conti-
nuity of the chip point clouds (Fig. 23a).

When the chip point cloud contiguity is low (Fig. 23b), 
cave extraction can still be performed by increasing the 
grouping buffer length threshold. However, a grouping 
buffer length threshold that is too large leads to disrup-
tion of cave extraction and causes the cave’s number to 
be greater than the actual number. For example, caves 
c-2, c-3, c-4, c-5, c-6, and c-7 in Fig. 17a all come from the 
same cave, but regardless of the X-axis, Y-axis, or Z-axis 
extraction results, the complete cave is divided into two 
caves (Fig. 24).

The reason for this is that a chip was wrongly grouped. 
As shown in Fig.  25, the closest distance between the 
cave point belt and the outermost belt is less than the 
threshold for grouping (10 mm), so the cave belt and the 
outermost belt are grouped into one, which eventually 
leads to cave extraction failure.

In summary, to ensure the success of cave extraction 
and high integrity, the slicing threshold and the grouping 
buffer threshold should preferably be set slightly larger 
than the point cloud density.

Conclusion
To provide support data for modern rockery research, 
the study attempts to extract and classify the important 
morphological features in the rockery, that is, the cave 
features. Therefore, a set of rockery digitization schemes 
is improved, and the cave feature extraction and classifi-
cation algorithm is proposed.

In the rockery digitization stage, various digitiza-
tion schemes were analyzed, and it was found that most 
schemes only collected surface point cloud data for a 

Fig. 19 Cave with non-cave parts (additional perspectives of 
Fig. 16c-7)

Fig. 20 Average accuracy corresponding to different slicing thresholds
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specific angle. To improve this situation, the DOT-X 
handheld scanner combining photogrammetry and laser 
scanners was used to collect data around the rockery, and 
then the raw point cloud data were preprocessed by pose 
adjustment, noise removal, and hole repair to generate 
high-density complete point clouds.

In the cave extraction and classification stage, the 3D 
rockery was reduced to many approximate 2D chips by 
slicing, the caves were extracted from these chips, and 
then the caves from all chips merged to restore the 3D 
caves’ point clouds; afterwards, they were split to gen-
erate individual caves. Furthermore, features, such as 
the cave point count, thickness, boundary points, and 

Fig. 21 Cave with missing cave portion (additional perspectives of Fig. 16d and 16d)

Fig. 22 Average integrity corresponding to different slicing thresholds
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direction are extracted to divide them into four catego-
ries: "Wo, Xiu, Dong, and Huan".

The experiment applied to two rockeries with abun-
dant caves that verified the effectiveness of the digi-
tization scheme, the cave feature extraction and the 
classification algorithm. After calculating the data char-
acteristic of the extracted caves, we found that the data 
characteristic range is very wide, which is very helpful 
for downstream analysis tasks, such as rockery beauty 
analysis and evaluation [32]. In addition, the extracted 
and classified caves are still in point cloud data form, 
allowing the possibility for future study and applica-
tion. For example, a future study may involve creating 

multiscale rockery digital twins with extracted caves or 
3D printing caves to activate, restore, and protect rock-
eries [13], as the physical 3D model presented is visu-
ally attractive and allows for a better understanding of 
the heritage values [33]. Finally, the influence of the 
thresholds set in the experiment on the results was also 
analyzed, which provides ideas for future improvement. 
The current shortcoming is that axial selection leads to 
low cave extraction integrity. In future research, we will 
explore the possibility of extracting caves from more 
angle axes.

Fig. 23 Point cloud continuity for 10 mm (a) and 2 mm(b) slicing threshold

Fig. 24 Incomplete cave along the X-axis (b), the Y-axis (c) and Z-axis (d) and the compound caves (a) of b, c and d 
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